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Several important studies  on the high energy radiation
generated by astrophysical sources  rely on
precise knowledge of hadronic  interactions. 

Measurement of the Spectrum and Composition 
of Cosmic Rays in the energy range

Interpretation of  the neutrino flux
in the energy range   [charm production cross section] 



Cosmic Ray
Energy Spectrum

Great extension
in energy 

[and rapidly decreasing
flux]

“Direct” 

“Indirect” 
 [Shower properties]
 observations

Detection



Spectrum of high energy Cosmic Rays



Spectrum of high energy Cosmic Rays

“Knee”

“Ankle”
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Measurement of Spectrum and Composition:

Two  techniques:

1.  Fluorescence Light  Telescopes
      Measure the Longitudinal  development
      of an Air shower

2.    “Surface  Detector”
         Measure the particles that reach the ground
         Separating if possible the diference components
         [A  single layer of the shower]  



Shower Components at Ground Level:

Electromagnetic
Component

Muon Component

(Invisible)  Neutrino component

Hadronic  component
[small and close to the shower axis]
       



Iron Shower:  Muon rich



Data Interpretation





Kascade Grande   “ankle” in the light component.



Kascade Grande   “ankle” in the light component.
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Kascade Grande   “ankle” in the light component.

 Extra-Galactic
 component

 Galactic
 component



Galactic
 
    versus

Extra-Galactic

cosmic rays



 “Bubble” of  cosmic rays
  generated in the Milky Way
  and contained by  the  
  Galaxy magnetic field

  Space extension and 
  properties of this “CR bubble”
  remain very uncertain

Extragalactic
contribution



Piece of  extragalactic  space:  Non MilkyWay-like sources

Galaxy

Milky Way

AGN



The Fly's Eye
Detector concept

Fluorescence Light

“Quasi-Calorimetric”
 Energy  Measurement





Observed 
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Emitted 
Photons

Shower 
Size

Geometry 
Atmospheric Absorption

Fluorescence
Yields



Small
Model
dependence



Area      Energy

Shape  depends on :
● Primary Identity
● Interaction Model









Auger results:  Markus Roth







Study of Composition with muons (inclined 
showers)



Study of Composition with muons (inclined 
showers)

 The DATA has more muons
 than  the simulations.

 Why ?  What are the implications ? 



Planned upgrade of Auger 

Scintillator
Detector

Combine: 
Tank 
Scintillator  

to separate 
 muon / e.m.
 components



Nucleon-nucleon c.m. energyProton  laboratory energy



 Laboratory energy
CR are galactic
probably accelerated
in SuperNova Remnants

“Knees” 
 in  the CR spectrum.

Rigidity dependent structure



 Laboratory energy

“knee”  for Iron

 New (extragalactic),
 harder proton component



 Laboratory energy

Cosmic Ray  composition 
Likely dominated by
extragalactic protons



 Laboratory energy

Average composition 
becomes  heavier



 Laboratory energy

Highest energies
CR dominated  by



 New preliminary results 
 on  CR spectrum and composition 













Results is in sharp contrast
 with the studies of fluorescence detectors.

 Experimental problem ?  Model incorrect ?



Inclusive  particle spectra  
Calculated with a Montecarlo code at 





Pseudo-Rapidity
versus  angle:

Very small angle
production:

LHCF data





 Directly relevant
 for  UHECR shower 
 development

  pT distribution 
 dependence





Questions: 

How constrained  are  the models   of shower  development
in their predictions ? 

Is the spread among the models  representative of
the theoretical uncertainties on hadronic interactions?

What has been the impact of LHC  data on
the modeling  ?

What is the potential  of new measurements
of  hadronic interactions in reducing the uncertainties ?

What   “quality”   of data  is required  for
a new experiment to  have a  significant impact
on the systematic errors for shower simulation ?





Final remarks of Ralph Engel:
[Overview on  Hadronic Interactions Modeling]



IceCube
“Evidence for
 High Energy 
 Extraterrestrial Neutrinos
 in the IceCube Detector”

2 years  of data
→  3 years  of data  
→  4 years  of data 



Jakob van Santen c

IceCube
Evidence

for 

“Extra-terrestrial
(Astrophysical)
  Neutrinos”



Atmospheric 
Neutrinos

Foreground 
to the  astrophysical
neutrino signal



125 m string separation
17 m between PMT's

IceCube



 “Contained”
 events



“TRACK”



“Shower”





Total Number of Events :    54
Background from 
Down-going Muons

Atmospheric 
Neutrinos    

Excess = 6.5 sigmas

IceCube contained events 4-years 





Angular distribution “consistent with isotropy”
(but several authors  discuss possible galactic contribution









Simplest interpretation:

Isotropic flux  generated by the ensemble
of all   (extragalactic) sources in the universe.







Atmospheric neutrinos
prediction
(vertical neutrinos)



Neutrino Flux:

decomposition in a
“foreground”  of atmospheric neutrinos
plus an astrophysical  signal of extraterrestrial neutrinos





Flavor composition

Angular distribution

Energy distribution 

Each component of the  neutrino flux
has characteristics:



Flavor Content 

1. More              than  

2. Absence of  

3. More         than  

2-body decay of pion/kaon

Decay forbidden (tau mass)

Kinematics of pion decay



[2-body decay  V-A structure of the interaction]



Electron neutrinos  generated by

3-body decays of  kaons.



Flavor Content 

1. Equal              and  

2. Small  (10%)   

3. slightly  less          than  

Universality

2 body decay of Ds

Kinematics of  charm decay



Flavor Content 

1. Equal                        and        ,  



Oscillation Probability



Oscillation Probability

Average to zero
(for size 
of source region)



Relative fluxes  at the observers
starting from  2 nu_mu  and 1 nu_e
(standard mixture  for a pion chain-decay origin)

= best  fit



Significant presence of
tau-neutrinos

More in general:
for an arbitrary 
flavor composition 
emission



In principle  key role for                 
 

Flavor Content 



Tau  neutrinos  can be directly  detected
[“Double Bang events”]

But also the ratio 
“Shower” / “Tracks”
is sensitive   to the presence of tau neutrinos.



Flavor Content Neutrino-
anti-Neutrino

Interactions
at threshold



Angular Distribution :

Atmospheric standard:        
  
                      

Atmospheric charm:            quasi-isotropic

characteristic  enhancement 
for horizontal    directions

Decay  probability:
[Competition  between  decay and interaction]



Characteristic zenith angle  distribution  of
Standard atmospheric  neutrinos



Geometry of Particle Decay

Zenith angle dependence



Absorption of neutrinos in the Earth



Tom Gaisser





Efect allows
to separate

Atmospheric-
charm

from 
isotropic
astrophysical



Energy distribution  of  Atmospheric Neutrinos.

(and absolute normalization of the fluxes)

Reflects:

1. The  shape (and normalization)
    of the primary   “all nucleon flux”

   [Problem of CR at  “Knee”] 
      

2.  The properties of particle production in
      Hadronic  interactions.

       [Large uncertainties for charmed particle
        production] 
      
 



“All  Nucleon  flux”

Nuclei  very 
inefective
for neutrino
 production



2.  Composition model

  [3 source components]
  [3 “Peters cycles”   



Dynamics  of  charm  production

in hadronic interactions

Perturbative QCD   calculation   (gluon flusion dominant)



Measurement of the charm production cross section



(Very) speculative possibility to increase  significantly
the   charm neutrino  production,
without  direct conflict with the data.
[example P.L. astro-ph/1308.2086].



What if there is a large Non-Perturbative
Contribution to the charm production cross section ?
“Proton Intrinsic Charm”.
That  produces  charm particles
 in the very forward  region 



Spectra of muons  from charm decay



Muons from charm decay
(from exotic model)



Final comments:  
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